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DEAR PARENTS  
We are looking very much forward to welcome your children to the ESKIMOS Ski & Snowboard school. Please find 
here some tips & tricks for your children equipment as the well the organization for the future ski & snowboard 
PRO’S! 
 
CLOTHING  
We love snow and the fairy tale world, but this means cold temperatures. Therefore we STRONLGY recommend 
warm & waterproof ski / snowboard clothing.  Gloves should be not too tight and waterproof would be the best. 
Wearing thermal underpants will help the child to stay warm during the entire period of the lesson.  A neck and 
mouth scarf and a good google is helping your child get through each snow storm.  
 
SUNSCREEN 
We got plenty of „SUN“ days in Saas-Fee as well for cold days we recommend to use sunscreen every day for your 
child for the lesson. We recommend to use an high factor and special sunscreen for children. For more information 
please ask the pharmacy near you.  
 
BODY PROTECTION 
Each ESKIMOS coach is wearing a helmet for protection. We highly recommend to buy or rent a helmet for your 
child’s lesson. To complete the outfit & protection we prefer to wear googles. A good lens will make the lesson of 
your child clear and fun in every weather. Together we want to give your child a good, safe and confident feeling 
to enjoy the lesson.  
 
RECOGNISABILITY  
The ESKIMOS kids group will get each a helm bib for a brighter togetherness.  
 
EMERGENCIES  

Please double check the first day your mobiles phone numbers for an emergency. Allergies and others please inform 
the office as well the instructor on the first day. 

 
FIRST DAY AT SKI / SNOWBOARD SCHOOL  
Please make sure you will explain and inform your child a day before about the time with ESKIMOS school. Please 
also plan enough time to start the mornings for ski / snowboard school without hectic. To get dressed with winter 
clothing & gear and then to walk to the meeting point needs extra time.   
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